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Testing Information
We are now only a couple weeks away from testing. 
If you are planning on testing, you should already feel 
prepared at this point.

The first step in the testing process is an interview with 
one of the instructors. Interviews are conducted during 
regular class time. Remember, every student does not 
test every session; we all advance at our own pace. 
When you interview, you will need to bring your prac-
tice log, your teacher evaluation sheet (for students un-
der the age of 18), and the results from your last test.

Immediately after your interview, you will be given your 
written test. If you are reading your handbook and an-
swering the Quick Quizzes on this newsletter, you will 
be in good shape.

The physical test for the beginner class will be held on 
Tuesday, December 17th; the physical test for the adult 
class will be held on Thursday, December 19th. In both 
cases, you should arrive no later than 6:45 PM. 

For those of you who will need boards, you should have 
them already. If you do not, you will want to buy a long 
plank of 1” x 12” pine and cut it every 10”.

Calendar of Events

Interviews and Written Tests:
December 9th, 10th, and 12th during regular class

Holiday Party:
Monday, December 16th, 7:00 PM

Beginner Class Testing:
Tuesday, December 17th, 6:45 PM

Adult Class Testing:
Thursday, December 19th, 6:45 PM

Next Session Begins:
Monday, January 6th, 2014

Salem, OH Tournament

On November 16th, Mr. Frymire and Mr. Rossiaky spent 
the day in Salem, OH working with the Ne-Du-U-Kon-
Tae martial arts group. The Karate Kung Fu Federation 
Championship they hosted was run fairly, and the an-
nual awards banquet that followed demonstrated that 
they are truly a martial arts family. We want to especial-
ly thank Master Kauffman, Master Viola, and the Hel-
aney family for their generous hospitality, and we look 
forward to working with this group again in the future.
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Fall Fun Tournament
This year’s Fall Fun Tournament brought 40 compet-
itors from four local schools on Thursday, November 
14th. Students were able to get some tournament ex-
perience under their belts while also gauging their lev-
el of preparedness for testing. Many local black belts 
were also able to gain experience as tournament judg-
es, strengthening our pool of judges for next summer’s 
SDY Martial Arts Championship. Thank you to every-
one who helped to make this event a success!

Right: Mr. Gregory 
Arndt breaks five 
boards with a re-
verse downward 
strike with the side-
fist. Remember, the 
board(s) is not your 
target; the board is 
an obstacle between 
you and your target. 
Don’t stop at the 
board - go through 
the board.
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Quiz Rules:
 
      • Beginner: Below Green Stripe  |  Intermediate: Green Stripe - Blue Belt  |  Advanced: Above Blue Belt
 You must answer all questions up to your rank level.
      • Correct answers must be submitted to Mr. Rossiaky BEFORE the next newsletter is distributed to    
 qualify for Student of the Year points. Quizzes are optional but strongly recommended.
      • Answers can come from class, the SDY Student Handbook, or the Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do,    
 available for free online at: www.bluecottagetkd.com/
      • The previous issue’s answers are always posted in the extended online edition of this newsletter,    
 available for free on our official website: www.sdytaekwondo.com                         

QUICK QUIZ
                      What is the striking tool of a punch?Beginner: 

                            How many right walking stances are in four direction punch to the right?Intermediate: 

                       What is the meaning of your high pattern?Advanced:

Take A Stance!
Parallel Ready Stance

E-mail us at: Newsletter@sdytaekwondo.com

Length: Zero
Width: One shoulder width
Weight: 50/50
Toes: Facing forward
Facing: Full or side
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EXCLUSIVE ONLINE CONTENT
The Breakdown

Double Forearm Block
This is one of the strongest forms of blocking. The ad-
vantage of this technique is the ability to quickly shift 
one forearm into another block while still blocking with 
the other (see below).

It is mainly performed in a walking or X-stance, though 
occasionally an L-stance or rear foot stance also. Only 
the inner forearm is used.

Always be sure to keep the body half facing the target, 
bringing the second knuckle of the little finer to the el-
bow at the moment of the block.

Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do
Volume 3, Pages 224-227
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Shifting the supporting arm to a low block.
Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do, Volume 3, Page 225

A reverse double forearm block in a walking stance.
Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do, Volume 3, Page 225

Left: Previous position; obverse 
double forearm gaurding block in 
a right walking stance.

Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do 
Volume 9, Page 191

Right: Feet come together, palms 
rotate down, and the hands draw 
back.

Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do 
Volume 9, Page 191

Left: Hips are chambered and 
ready to rotate.

Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do 
Volume 9, Page 191

Right: Hips swing around, pulling 
the arms into the block position. 
Body is half facing.

Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do 
Volume 9, Page 191



QUICK QUIZ ANSWERS
answers to quick quiz from volume 7 | issue 5

                      Write the Student Oath.

 1 - I shall observe the tenets of TaeKwon-Do.
 2 - I shall respect the instructor and seniors.
 3 - I shall never misuse TaeKwon-Do.
 4 - I shall be a champion of freedom of justice.
 5 - I shall build a more peaceful world.

Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do
Volume 2, Page 170

Beginner: 

                            In move number seven of Won-Hyo, what stance are you in?

 Right bending ready stance A.

Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do
Volume 9, Pages 50-51

Intermediate: 

                       What is the facing of a rear foot stance?

 Half facing

Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do
Volume 2, Pages 157-158

Advanced:

Quiz Rules:
 
      • Beginner: Below Green Stripe  |  Intermediate: Green Stripe - Blue Belt  |  Advanced: Above Blue Belt
 You must answer all questions up to your rank level.
      • Correct answers must be submitted to Mr. Rossiaky BEFORE the next newsletter is distributed to    
 qualify for Student of the Year points. Quizzes are optional but strongly recommended.
      • Answers can come from class, the SDY Student Handbook, or the Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do,    
 available for free online at: www.bluecottagetkd.com/
      • The previous issue’s answers are always posted in the extended online edition of this newsletter,    
 available for free on our official website: www.sdytaekwondo.com                        
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